Jazz - 95JC
MONDAY NIGHT JAZZ

Directed by: Kamau Kenyatta

Monday, March 11, 2013 - 8:00 p.m.
Conrad Prebys Music Center

Program

Passion Dance - McCoy Tyner
Gradation - Boaz Roberts
After You - Lizzie Shipton
Brilliant Corners - Thelonius Monk
A Noite Do Meu Bem - Dolores Duran
Fly Like an Eagle - Steve Miller (arranged by Felicia Gutierrez)
Chinese Medicinal Herbs - Jeff Lorber
Troubled Soldier - Simphiwe Dana
The Dry Cleaner From Des Moines - Joni Mitchell
Downtown Lights - Paul Buchanan
Tuesday Night Squad - Eric Krasno

Tiffany Guerrero, Felicia Gutierrez, Avalon Roberts, Lizzie Shipton - voice
Patrick Chung, Marcus Garrett - alto saxophone
Evan Adams, Kyle Somers - tenor saxophone
Daniel Mandrychenko, Boaz Roberts, Mike Till - guitar
Amanda Ku, Chase Pado - piano
Chris Duvall, Tim McNalley - bass
Benji Genchel, Michael Hayes - drums
David Castañeda - percussion